Membership

Event Cinema Association
The Event Cinema Association (ECA) supports and promotes event cinema on
behalf of the industry and its members. Championing the growth and raising
awareness of this evolving business of ‘Big Screen’ content. Members of the
Association include exhibitors, distributors and vendors.
Event cinema is one of the biggest growth areas of cinema programming.
Event cinema content has successfully packaged and delivered a fruitful
model that attracts new audiences to cinemas. Audiences that want to enjoy a
shared experience of magical moments – whether it be opera, ballet, music,
gaming – event cinema is entertaining audiences outside of the traditional
forms.
What is event cinema?
Event cinema (alternative content) refers to the use of cinemas to screen a
varied range of live and/or pre-recorded entertainment. These releases are
typically categorised as content that is not a feature presentation and does
not have a traditional theatrical window.
This is an evolving area that now incorporates content such as: sport, opera,
concerts, musicals, ballet, one-off TV specials, current affairs, documentaries,
comedy, art gallery exhibitions and live gaming.
Event cinema is increasingly defined by its methodology of release rather than
by the content. Typically this is a ‘one or two night only’ release strategy, often
accompanied by encore screenings.
That said, titles which have performed well and continue to be in demand will
have a longer run in cinemas. But even those performances will still be limited
and with pre-set performance times, which do not follow conventional
theatrical film programming.
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Event Cinema Box Office 2019
2019 saw unprecedented levels of success for event cinema at the UK &
Ireland box office, with total event cinema box office comfortably eclipsing the
previous record of £41.3m set in 2018 taking over £53.7 million from 188
different titles. Excluding Secret Cinemas these numbers are £45,293,446 and
£33,116,378 respectively.
The proportion of total box office taken by event cinema, expressed as a
proportion of the overall figure:
increased in 2019 from: 3.0 per cent to 4.0 per cent (inc SC)
2.4 per cent to 3.3 per cent (exc SC)

A recording breaking year for event cinema in UK&I:
11 titles exceeded £1m (compared to 4 in 2018 with the biggest title
being Andre Rieu 2018 Maastricht concert which took £1.7m)
September took over £7m+ in BO making it the biggest month ever
National Theatre Live’s Fleabag took £4.3m+ making it the biggest event
cinema of all time.
LES MISÉRABLES: THE STAGED CONCERT live stream event in December
took £2.3m for the one night only event, making it the highest grossing
one-night live event performance of all time
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Why is the ECA needed?
The ECA supports and promotes event cinema on behalf of its members,
championing the growth and raising awareness of this evolving category of
‘Big Screen’ content.
Members need a universal voice - at an international level - to ensure that
the legitimate interests of the event cinema sector are taken into account.
The ECA ensures that the excitement about event cinema-going is
represented and communicated effectively both within and outside of the
film industry.
The ECA will provide greater transparency of data by collating global box
office data, insights, relevant market research and case studies to
communicate international trends and strategies.
The ECA will help promote and market event cinema content.
Keep abreast of international policies that will impact on this area of
industry.
The ECA, where appropriate, will lobby and advocate for the sector with
key opinion-formers and policy makers ensuring member’s policy
positions are reflected.
The ECA will provide training, guidance and support on identified areas of
the sector to the benefit of its members.
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Why is the ECA needed?
Promoting content
Release schedule
One spotlight event per month to highlight a short-led time release.
Content Showreel for cinema website and in-screen advertising
(quarterly).
Promotional showreel to market the category to the industry and other
sectors.
Option for members to promote content at industry trade shows and ECA
events.
Networking Events and Community
A defined schedule of events Conference, CineEurope, Cinemacon, ECA
slate day
Established presence at key industry events
Working groups on key issues. Meetings to be held at key events to
ensure optimal participation (once or twice a year)

Data insights
Gather and share insights as a community focused on the growth of event
cinema.
Regular Box office reports from multiple territories.
Tracking performance
Audience segmentation and insights to help with audience development.
Sector interviews and case studies
ECA Annual report
Survey report on sector topics/trends.
Monthly newsletter sharing local and international news as well as hosted
on the website
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Why is the ECA needed?
Lobbying and advocacy
Ensuring that the position of the Association and wider industry on key
issues around Event Cinema is represented and communicated effectively
both within and outside of the film industry.
Keep abreast of international policies and the impact on the category and
communicate key issues to members
Establish a dialogue with neighbouring industries around content options
and seek to host networking events to showcase opportunities between
the event cinema sector and other industries such as music, gaming and
theatre.
Key policies areas:
The social, cultural and economic value of cinema exhibition
Digital Cinema/ technology
Film Theft and Copyright
Classification
Release Windows
Premium VOD
Music Rights Management
Disability and Access
Technology
Create new standards and guidance around EC delivery
Training for cinema staff on technical delivery
Provide a network of support for cinemas on technical issues
Improving access for disabled customers
Promote new innovations around technology for EC

Membership
The Event Cinema Association represents a wide range of global professionals
who work in or support event cinema content.
Whether you distribute, showcase or facilitate the delivery of event cinema
content, the Association will consider your membership involvement.
Join event cinema professionals to become part of a passionate and growing
community.

Membership fees are due annually. Members can join at anytime during the
year. The Association seeks to offer fees that are affordable and of value for
the varying needs and range of members involved across the event cinema
community.
In order to be as inclusive as possible and to reduce cost being a barrier for
involvement, the Association has introduced a flat fee membership for any
organisation.
This is set at £500 per annum. The Association offers a reduced rate of
£200 for indivuduals and cinema operators with 10 sites or less.

